
Welcome! 



Aims of this workshop 

 Reading  

 Spelling  

 Grammar  

 Writing/Non-Negotiables in KAPS 

 Visiting classrooms 

  How can you help at home? 

 Questions/Feedback 

 

 



  Literacy is taught every day                 
(minimum one hour per day).  

Literacy lessons have to include various 
aspects of the English curriculum: 

 

 Handwriting 

 SPAG(Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar) 

 Writing(for different purposes) 

 Speaking – developing vocabulary 
 

 



Reading is essential life skill therefore 
children must have the opportunity to read 
every day.  

 The next ‘Learn with us’ will be 
about reading and reading 
comprehension. 

     

 Please encourage your children to 
read at home every day and sign 
their blue ‘Reading Records’ five 
times a week. 

 

 



Handwriting-cursive script 
 

  Handwriting is a basic skill that influences the quality of 
work throughout the curriculum.  

 Children start using the cursive style in Nursery and are 
taught to begin to join their letters from Year 1 onwards.  

 At the end of KS2 all pupils should have the ability to 
produce fluent, legible and joined handwriting.  

  We  teach the children to understand the importance of 
clear presentation and take pride  in their written work. 

  Handwriting pens are used from Year 3 when teachers feel 
it is appropriate.  

 All adults in school must write using cursive script as well! 

 Please encourage your child to use joined handwriting at 
home. 

 http://www.teachhandwriting.co.uk/ 

 

 

http://www.teachhandwriting.co.uk/


Cursive script 



SPAG- In the new curriculum the bar for spelling and grammar 
has been raised very high. Spelling is linked very closely to 
grammar. Children need to spell given words correctly and be 
able to explain and apply the rules.  
  
 

 

 

 In our school we send spellings home once a week on 
Fridays; the children need to practise these words to 
be tested the following week. 

 Spelling comes with ‘spelling rules’- we teach them at 
school but the children need to practise these words 
and explain the rules at home. 

 Please make sure that the children keep the spelling 
sheets at home until Thursday so they can practise the 
words as often as they need to. 

 Check if they know their spelling before Friday. 

 



Look at this words.  
TTYP: What pattern did you notice? 
Can you explain the rule? 

putting 
stepping 
running 
shopping 
swimming 
 
  



One syllable words with a short vowel followed by a final 

consonant: double the final letter. 
 

putting 
stepping 
running 
shopping 
swimming 
 
  



Grammar 

  
  

Grammar must be taught in every year group and the 
children are expected to use technical grammar terms.   
 
As part of a drive to improve standards, the Government 
has introduced  a new statutory spelling, punctuation and 
grammar (SPAG). 
 
In Year 2 and 6 the children will also be tested on their 
grammar and spelling skills. 
 
In KAPS we teach grammar in every Literacy lesson 
(usually at the beginning of each lesson) .  
  
 
  
 
 

 



  Put in the apostrophe to show possession. 

 
The m a n s voice 
was deep. 
 

    Write the contracted form.  Remember to use an      
 apostrophe. 

 

 

  I did not 



  Put in the apostrophe to show possession. 

 
The m a n ‘s voice 
was deep. 
 

    Write the contracted form.  Remember to use an      
 apostrophe. 

 

 

  I didn’t 



Writing involves a set of complex 
skills that will not develop without 
structured teaching and practise. 
 
IN KAPS the children learn different 
genres, they look at different 
examples and then finally write their 
own text (usually linked to their 
topics), e.g..:  The Oceans,  The 
Rivers, The Romans, The Great Fire of 
London etc..   
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



NON- NEGOTIABLE 

To track children’s progress and make sure that the 
children use the age appropriate writing skills, the 
Department of Education created a guidance of what 
children should know at the end of KS1 and KS2. 

 

In KAPS we used the guidance to create a list of 
writing requirements (non-negotiables) and shared 
them with the children. 

 Each time we write, we use our non-negotiables as a 
check list to ensure we meet the expected standard. 

 

 



Non-Negotiables 

Years 1-2 
 All sentences begin with a capital 

letter and end with a full stop, a 
question mark or an exclamation 
mark. 

 Use inverted commas”  “ when 
someone is speaking 

 Use apostrophes for possession 
and for contraction. 

 Capitals are never used in the 
middle of a word. 

 Sound out when you spell 
unknown words. 

 Use adjectives to describe nouns 
and adverbs to describe verbs. 

 Start your sentences in different 
ways. 

 Writing is always neat and 
cursive. 

 

Years 3-4 
 Use capital letters, full stops, 

question marks, exclamation 
marks, commas for lists and 
apostrophes accurately.  

 Use inverted commas for speech 

 Use apostrophes for possession 
and for contraction. 

 Use different sentence starters. 

 Use a range of conjunctions to 
extend sentences. 

 Use adjectives, adverbs and a 
range of figurative language  to 
make detailed description. 

 Use paragraphs to organise ideas. 

 Use cursive legible, joined 
handwriting 

 



Visiting 
classrooms  

 Now you are welcome to visit your 
children’ s classroom to see how the 
children develop their grammar skills using 
‘Grammar Hammer Skills Check. 

 

 Please be back at 9:30 in Junior Hall. We 
will discuss how you can help your child at 
home and answer your questions.  

 Dean – our ICT consultant -will 
demonstrate how to leave your feedback 
about our school on line. 

 



How can you help? 

 Please make sure that your child practises their  weekly spellings and 
encourage  your children to explain the spelling rules as well.  

 Encourage your children to practise  their handwriting using cursive 
script  

 Homework must be recorded using cursive script 

 Encourage your children to practise their writing skills – They can 
write about their interests. You can write with them - use Non-
Negotiables  

 Play literacy games  eg. tell me an interesting adjective to begin with 
letter ’d’, write me a word that has 5 syllables, tell children stories 
using rich vocabulary, use different sentence starters, etc.. 

 Check the quality and quantity of their homework 

 Encourage your child to explain to you what they have learnt at school 
each day  

 



Handouts 
 

 Cursive script(and a 
website link) 

 Examples of a grammar 
test with the answers. 

 Non- Negotiables for 
Years 1-2 and Years 3-4 

 Literacy booklets (Study 
Guide) - £2.50 

 

 

 



Questions 



We hope you found it useful. 

Please leave some feedback. 


